Whole-brain calcium imaging with cellular resolution in freely behaving Caenorhabditis elegans
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The ability to acquire large-scale recordings of neuronal activity in awake and unrestrained animals is needed to provide new insights into how populations of neurons generate animal behavior. We present an instrument capable of recording intracellular calcium transients from the majority of neurons in the head of a freely behaving Caenorhabditis elegans with cellular resolution while simultaneously recording the animal’s position, posture, and locomotion. This instrument provides whole-brain imaging with cellular resolution in an unrestrained and behaving animal. We use spinning-disk confocal microscopy to capture 3D volumetric fluorescent images of neurons expressing the calcium indicator GCaMP6s at 6 head-volumes/s. A suite of three cameras monitor neuronal fluorescence and the animal’s position and orientation. Custom software tracks the 3D position of the animal’s head in real time and two feedback loops adjust a motorized stage and objective to keep the animal’s head within the field of view as the animal roams freely. We observe calcium transients from up to 77 neurons for over 4 min and correlate this activity with the animal’s behavior. We characterize noise in the system due to animal motion and show that, across worms, multiple neurons show significant correlations with modes of behavior corresponding to forward, backward, and turning locomotion.

How do patterns of neural activity generate an animal’s behavior? To answer this question, it is important to develop new methods for recording from large populations of neurons in animals as they move and behave freely. The collective activity of many individual neurons appears to be critical for generating behaviors including arm reach in primates (1), song production in zebrafish (2), the choice between swimming or crawling in leech (3), and decision-making in mice during navigation (4). New methods for recording from larger populations of neurons in unrestrained animals are needed to better understand neural coding of these behaviors and neural control of behavior more generally.

Calcium imaging has emerged as a promising technique for recording dynamics from populations of neurons. Calcium-sensitive proteins are used to visualize changes in intracellular calcium levels in neurons in vivo which serve as a proxy for neural activity (5). To resolve the often weak fluorescent signal of an individual neuron in a dense forest of other labeled cells requires a high magnification objective with a large numerical aperture that, consequently, can image only a small field of view. Calcium imaging has traditionally been performed on animals that are stationary from anesthetization or immobilization to avoid imaging artifacts induced by animal motion. As a result, calcium imaging studies have historically focused on small brain regions in immobile animals that exhibit little or no behavior (6).

No previous neurophysiological study has attained whole-brain imaging with cellular resolution in a freely behaving unrestrained animal. Previous whole-brain cellular resolution calcium imaging studies of populations of neurons that involve behavior investigate either fictive locomotion (3, 7), or behaviors that can be performed in restrained animals, such as eye movements (8) or navigation of a virtual environment (9). One exception has been the development of fluorescence endoscopy, which allows recording from rodents during unrestrained behavior, although imaging is restricted to even smaller subbrain regions (10).

Investigating neural activity in small transparent organisms allows one to move beyond studying subbrain regions to record dynamics from entire brains with cellular resolution. Whole-brain imaging was performed first in larval zebrafish using two-photon microscopy (7). More recently, whole-brain imaging was performed in C. elegans using two-photon (11) and light-field microscopy (12). Animals in these studies were immobilized, anesthetized, or both and thus exhibited no gross behavior. C. elegans’ compact nervous system of only 302 neurons and small size of only 1 mm make it ideally suited for the development of new whole-brain imaging techniques for studying behavior. There is a long and rich history of studying and quantifying the behavior of freely moving C. elegans dating back to the mid-1970s (13, 14). Many of these works involved quantifying animal body posture as the worm moved, for example as in ref. 15. To facilitate higher-throughput recordings of behavior, a number of tracking microscopes (16–18) or multiworm imagers were developed (19, 20) along with sophisticated behavioral analysis software and analytical tools (21, 22). Motivated in part to understand these behaviors, calcium imaging systems were
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also developed that could probe neural activity in at first partially immobilized (23) and then freely moving animals, beginning with ref. 24 and then developing rapidly (17, 18, 25–29). One limitation of these freely moving calcium imaging systems is that they are limited to imaging only a very small subset of neurons and lack the ability to distinguish neurons that lie atop one another in the axial direction of the microscope. Despite this limitation, these studies, combined with laser-ablation experiments, have identified a number of neurons that correlate or affect changes in particular behaviors including the AVB neuron pair and VB-type motor neurons for forward locomotion; the AVA, AIB, and AVE neuron pairs and VA-type motor neurons for backward locomotion; and the RIV, RIB, and SMD neurons and the DD-type motor neurons for turning behaviors (17, 18, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31). To move beyond these largely single-cell studies, we sought to record simultaneously from the entire brain of C. elegans with cellular resolution and record its behavior as it moved about unrestrained.

Results

Volumetric Imaging in a Freely Moving Worm. We generated transgenic animals that express both a genetically encoded calcium indicator, GCaMP6s, and a calcium-insensitive fluorescent protein RFP, in the nucleus of each neuron (strain AML14; Materials and Methods). The transgenic worms exhibited normal behavior compared with WT as measured by the animal's velocity, turn rate, pause rate, and run length (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S1).

To record fluorescent images of all neurons in the worm's head while simultaneously recording the animal's behavior, we developed a custom dual-objective 3D tracking system. A spinning disk confocal microscope records images of the head of a worm through a 40× objective using both 488- and 561-nm excitation laser light while a second imaging path records the worm's position and behavior through a 10× objective (Fig. 1). In contrast to previous dual-objective worm trackers (18), this system operates in three dimensions. Custom real-time software uses fluorescence imaging to identify the location of the worm's brain in three dimensions and adjusts a motorized stage and piezoelectric objective mount to follow the brain as it moves and to scan through its brain volume as it crawls.

To acquire 3D image stacks of the worm's head, a piezoelectric stage translates the 40× objective up and down along the imaging axis such that the focal plane passes through the animal's head six times per second. The confocal spinning disk rejects out-of-plane light and provides optical sectioning. A high-speed, high-sensitivity Scientific CMOS (sCMOS) camera records fluorescent images at 200 fps, thereby capturing 6 head volumes/s, each consisting of ~33 z-slices, 1.5–1.6 μm apart, depending on the size of the individual animal's head. Each z-stack spans a volume that is sized to the head of the individual worm but is usually 150×150 μm in length and width and 48–51 μm in depth. This field is sufficiently large to image all neuronal cell bodies in the head of the animal, including those located from the tip of the nose, through the nerve ring, to the ventral nerve cord immediately posterior of the pharyngeal terminal bulb. To capture both the calcium dynamics and information about the location of cell bodies, red- and green-channel fluorescent images are recorded side-by-side on the sCMOS sensor simultaneously (Fig. 2 C–F).

An animal's head moves dramatically during crawling, which poses challenges for volumetric imaging. Worms crawl with a center of mass velocity of up to 0.25 mm/s and in 1 s the head can swing side-to-side by as much as 70 μm, corresponding to nearly two head diameters. To keep the worm's head centered in the field of view of the high magnification objective, we used a second, low-magnification microscope located on top of the worm to track its movements in real time and to adjust a motorized stage to compensate for the animal's motion. A high-speed CMOS camera records large depth-of-field fluorescent images of the neurons in the worm's head through the 10× objective at 67 fps (Fig. 2 B). Custom software based on the MindControl codebase (32), written in C, finds the x-y position of the animal’s head from the low-magnification fluorescent images and adjusts the velocity of the motorized stage so as to keep the head of the worm centered. This x-y feedback loop updates at 67 Hz and keeps the worm within the field of view for the duration of our recordings, even when the worm touches itself or crosses over itself. During recordings, the tracker regularly accommodated worm velocities in excess of 0.15 mm/s and turn rates of more than 3 turns/min without losing the animal (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S1).

The worm also moves its head along the imaging axis (z) as it crawls. This movement occurs when the worm raises its head off of the agarose pad or when the worm crawls over agarose of varying thickness. To keep the worm's head in the center of the z-scanning range, we analyze fluorescent images from the low magnification objective in real time to find the center of the worm's head in each z-stack. We then adjust the piezo scan range to compensate for any head motion. This z feedback loop is part of the same LabView code that records high magnification fluorescence. The z feedback updates at 3 Hz and keeps the worm within the scan range. The feedback loop compensated for changes in the worm's head position of as large as 8 μm in z, or 20% of its head diameter, in the course of 333 ms.

To study neural coding of behavior, it is critically important to record the animal's full body posture. A third camera in our
system records the worm’s posture and behavior at 42 fps through the 10x objective using near-infrared (NIR) dark-field illumination. Images from this camera are analyzed off-line to define the body shape over time. Images from the four simultaneously recorded video feeds are visible in Fig. 2 and Movies S1 and S2.

Whole-Brain Neural Dynamics with Cellular Resolution During Locomotion. As a proof of principle, we recorded the neuronal activity and behavior of four individual worms (strain AML14) crawling freely on agarose pads for up to 5 min. We quantified their behavior by calculating the worm’s center-of-mass velocity and body centerline at each time point. The center-of-mass velocity was used to define the worm velocity relative to the body orientation such that positive velocity corresponds to forward locomotion and negative velocity to backward locomotion (Fig. 3). Body centerline information was used to automatically classify animal behavior via an eigenworm analysis (21) (SI Appendix, Methods) into four behavioral modes: forward crawling, backward crawling, pausing, and turning. Note that on average worms exhibited slightly slower locomotion and had higher turning rates when in the imaging arena than on an open agar plate (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Tables S1 and S2).

As the worm crawled we recorded the location of each neuron in the worm’s head. Only fluorescence from the calcium insensitive RFP was used to identify the location of each cell. Nuclear regions were identified through a human-supervised semiautomated process. 77, 68, 57, and 56 neuronal nuclei were observed in the four moving worms, respectively, accounting for slightly less than half of the 181 neurons we would expect to be in our field of view based on electron microscopy data (33) (caltech.wormbase.org/virtualworm/). The number of neurons we observe in our moving worms is comparable to the 83 ± 15 (mean ± SD) neurons identified in a recent whole-brain imaging study of immobilized and anesthetized worms (11). A number of factors likely account for the discrepancy between the mean of 64.5 neurons per worm that we observe and the 181 neurons expected from electron microscopy. Constraints associated with imaging freely moving animals accounts for some of the discrepancy. When worms of the same strain are immobilized and imaged under more favorable conditions, such as longer exposure times, shorter recordings, and thus less photobleaching, up to 90 neurons are observed (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S3). Most of the discrepancy however, is likely due to the expression pattern of the pan-neuronal promotor and the mosaic inheritance of the extrachromosomal array through development.

To extract calcium dynamics, we measured the fluorescence intensity of GCaMP6s, which was coexpressed with RFP in the nuclei of each neuron. The GCaMP6s fluorescence was measured in a segmented volume defined by the fluorescence from the RFP channel. The segmented region was identified by searching within a sphere with radius 2 μm centered around the centroid of the neuron’s nucleus. The ratio of the fluorescent intensities of GCaMP6s to RFP provided a robust signal of the relative intracellular calcium in the neuron.

This nuclear-localized ratiometric approach allowed us to record calcium dynamics even as the worm turned, reversed, touched itself, or reoriented (Fig. 4, SI Appendix, Fig. S3, and Movies S3 and S4). The most active neurons exhibited calcium

Fig. 2. Simultaneous recording of four video streams showing behavior and neural activity. (A) The worm’s posture and behavior are recorded via infrared (IR) darkfield imaging through the 10x objective at 42 fps. (B) Fluorescence from neurons in the worm’s head is tracked in real time to keep the worm centered in the field of view, via the 10x objective at 67 fps. (Scale bar, 100 μm.) Orange line indicates the worm’s centerline. (C–F) Fluorescence images of neuronal nuclei are simultaneously recorded through the 40x objective at 200 fps as the objective scans through the worm’s head along the axial imaging axis, z. A 3D volume is reconstructed from a z-stack of acquired images. (Scale bars, 10 μm.) (C and E) Individual xy, xz, and yz slices are shown for (C) RFP and (E) GCaMP6s. White dashed line indicates approximate outline of the worm’s head. (D and F) Maximum intensity projection of the same volume is shown for (D) RFP and (F) GCaMP6s.

Fig. 3. The worm’s behavior is recorded during imaging. Data from worm 1 is shown. The worm’s (A) center-of-mass trajectory, body shape, and (B) velocity in the anterior direction are shown. (C) An ethogram describing the behavior is generated automatically from the worm’s posture and behavior (SI Appendix, Methods).
transients with a $\Delta R/R_0$ of nearly 200% (SI Appendix, Fig. S4),
where $R = F_c/F_i$, is the ratio of the intensity of the GCaMPs
fluorescence, $F_c$, to the intensity of the RFP fluorescence, $F_i$; and
$R_0$ is the neuron-specific ratiometric fluorescence baseline (SI
Appendix, Methods).

The fluorescence intensity of each neuron was sampled six
times in a second (SI Appendix, Methods), similar to the 4–6 Hz
used in previous whole-brain imaging experiments on immobi-
лизated and anesthetized worms (11). This rate is sufficient
to capture a vast majority of the calcium dynamics probed with
GCaMPs (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).

The correlations of calcium transients between neurons were
also calculated. The resulting block structure is suggestive of
functionally connected neural units (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig.
S6). In the future, these functional units may serve as a starting
point for investigating interactions between microcircuits and
whole-brain dynamics.

**Observed GCaMP Fluorescence Cannot Be Explained by Motion Alone.**
Artifacts created by the animal’s motion pose particular concern
because they could be misinterpreted as calcium signals. For
example, as the worm moves, individual neurons might compres
or expand thereby changing the density of fluorescent protein,
which could potentially create the appearance of a calcium
transient. Additional artifacts could arise from motion blur, or
from spatial inhomogeneities in illumination.

We used a GFP control worm to directly measure changes in
our apparent calcium signal due to motion and other artifacts. A
transgenic worm was made to express calcium insensitive GFP in
place of the calcium sensitive GCaMP (strain AML18; Materials
and Methods). RFP expression remained the same and both
fluorophores were targeted to neuronal nuclei. We recorded from
this GFP control worm as it crawled freely and subjected the
recordings to the same analysis pipeline used for GCaMP worms.

Any apparent change in fluorescence ratio $R$ in this GFP control
worm should be due to artifacts from motion or from other
measurement noise in the system because neither the GFP nor
RFP has calcium-dependent fluorescence. Extracted fluores-
cence signals from the GFP control worm showed that noise
remains present in our system and motion artifact is likely a
source (Fig. 6). Nonetheless, the GFP control worm exhibited a
lower mean $\Delta R/R_0$ amplitude and a lower variance compared
with the calcium-sensitive GCaMP (Fig. 7A). Note that this
population of neurons likely includes many silent as well as active
neurons. The mean and SD for GCaMP was $\langle \Delta R/R_0 \rangle_{\text{GCaMP}}=$
0.2, $\sigma_{\text{GCaMP}} = 0.26$, whereas for GFP, it was $\langle \Delta R/R_0 \rangle_{\text{GFP}} = 0.14$,
$\sigma_{\text{GFP}} = 0.15$. This discrepancy suggests that the GCaMP record-
ings contain neural activity that is unlikely to be attributed purely
to motion or noise.

The nuclear-localized ratiometric imaging approach used here
was selected to minimize artifact from motion and to maximize
signal. Initially, we also explored alternate imaging approaches,
including recording from worms expressing GCaMP in the cy-
toplasm and RFP in the nucleus, using either ratiometric or
nonratiometric imaging. To evaluate the susceptibility of these
various approaches to motion artifact, we compared the power
spectra of two GFP control worms: a “nuclear” strain, AML18,
which expressed both GFP and RFP in the nucleus, and a “cy-
toplasmic” strain AML10, which expressed GFP in the cytoplasm
and RFP in the nucleus. These strains were compared for both
ratiometric and nonratiometric imaging. Any apparent neural
activity observed in either control worm should be due to artifact
from motion or from other noise in the system. We expect that
artifact due to animal motion would be most prominent at the
frequency of the worm’s sinusoidal body oscillations. Therefore,
we compared the power spectra of the observed fluorescent
transients of the two control worms to the power spectra of the
animal’s postural oscillations and sought the imaging approach

**Correlations between calcium activity of neurons from two worms are shown. Data correspond to neural activity shown in Fig. 4. Correlation values are hierarchically clustered using a Euclidean distance metric so that neurons with similar activity are organized together. Additional worms are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S6.**

[Fig. 4. Recordings from two of four individuals are shown containing neural activity from 56 and 77 neurons, respectively. Additional recordings are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3. The ratio of GCaMP6s fluorescence to RFP fluorescence for each neuron is plotted. The ratio of fluorescent intensities, $R$, is represented as the fractional change in $\Delta R/R_0$, where the baseline $R_0$ is defined for each neuron as the lower 20th percentile value. Neurons are sorted via a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Corresponding correlations are shown in Fig. 5. Behavioral ethograms are shown. Neural data from worm 1 are shown in Fig. 4. Correlation data correspond to neural activity shown in Fig. 4. Correlation values are hierarchically clustered using a Euclidean distance metric so that neurons with similar activity are organized together. Additional worms are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S6.](#)
that gave fluorescent transients with the lowest power at the frequencies of animal motion. A clear peak corresponding to animal motion was visible in the control worms for each imaging approach except for the nuclear-localized ratiometric approach (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). The absence of this peak suggests that a nuclear-localized ratiometric approach is less susceptible to artifact from animal motion.

We furthered explored the choice of ratiometric vs. non-ratiometric imaging for our nuclear GCaMP recordings by calculating the percentage of our GCaMP recordings that can confidently be attributed to signal generally and not noise for both ratiometric and non-ratiometric approaches (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 and Table S4). The all-nuclear-localized ratiometric imaging approach was found to have a higher portion of apparent neural activity that could be attributed to signal than a non-ratiometric approach.

We speculate that a nuclear localized ratiometric approach performs most favorably because when GCaMP and RFP are both expressed in the same spatial patterns, such as in the nuclei, they are both affected similarly by many sources of noise, including motion. In these cases the calcium-insensitive RFP acts as a built-in neuron-specific control and taking the ratio of the GCaMP and RFP fluorescence intensities mitigates any noise common to both signals.

Motion artifact should affect neighboring neurons similarly. We were therefore reassured to observe in our GCaMP recordings neighboring neurons that show qualitatively different temporal dynamics (see, for example, neurons 32° and 7° in SI Appendix, Fig. S4). This observation further suggests that GCaMP recordings are capturing calcium dynamics and that observed changes in fluorescent intensity cannot merely be explained by motion artifact.

Specific Neurons Correlate with Each of the Three Observed Behaviors. We next calculated the correlation between the dynamics of individual neurons and changes in locomotory behaviors. The roughly ∼70 neurons we observed in each worm displayed a varying degree of correlation with the behaviors we measured. To reveal neurons with significant behavioral correlations that are also unlikely to arise from motion artifact, we applied two statistical thresholds, one related to the strength of the correlation and another related to the change in fluorescent intensity. The thresholds were selected based on intrinsic properties of noise observed in the neural signals and were calibrated to the motion artifacts observed in our GFP control recordings. Briefly, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient $r$ between each neural trace and three individual behaviors: forward, backward, and turning. To be considered significant, we required that each neuron’s correlation $r$ be statistically larger than 0 as determined by bootstrapping (SI Appendix, Methods) and further that $r$ always be greater than $r = 0.25$. To be considered significant, we also required that the change of the signal’s intensity during the behavior exceed a threshold based on the intensities observed in the GFP control worm, which arise solely due to noise, including motion artifact (SI Appendix, Methods). Always at least 8 neurons and as many as 18 neurons in a worm passed our criteria for significance and correlated with either of three behaviors, forward, backward, and turning, with an average coefficient of $r = 0.36$ (Figs. 7B and 8 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9).

We repeated the same analysis on the GFP control worm recordings and were reassured to find that of 63 neurons not a single one had fluorescence intensity dynamics that met the threshold criteria for significance in its correlation with behavior (Fig. 7B).

**Fig. 6.** Transients observed from 63 neurons in a freely moving GFP control worm. Fractional change from baseline, $\Delta R/R_0$, of the ratio between green- and red-channel fluorescence of 63 neurons in a control worm expressing GFP and RFP in the nuclei is shown. Neural activity was extracted using the same analysis pipeline as for GCaMP worms. Color map is identical to that in Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3.

**Fig. 7.** Comparison between GCaMP6s individuals and GFP control worm. (A) The distribution of fractional change of ratios of fluorescent intensity values, $\Delta R/R_0$, of all neurons recorded during free behavior is shown for the four GCaMP6s worms (red) and a control GFP worm (blue). Note, this population of neurons likely includes silent as well as active neurons. GCaMP6s had larger mean and SD in its time-varying fluctuations of ratios of fluorescent intensity $(\Delta R/R_0)_{\text{GCaMP}} = 0.2$, $(\Delta R/R_0)_{\text{GFP}} = 0.14$, $\sigma_{\text{GFP}} = 0.15$. This is consistent with GCaMP6s’ role as a calcium indicator and suggests that the time varying fluorescence we observe is not merely due to motion artifact. (B) Fraction of observed neurons whose activity correlated with forward (green), turning (blue), or reverse behavior (red) above a significance threshold is shown for the four GCaMP6s individuals and the GFP control worm. Numerals refer to the number of neurons that correlated with each behavior. Number of neurons that correlate with any of the three behaviors out of total neurons observed is shown above each bar.
Comparison of Neural Position. We sought to investigate the spatial location of those neurons that had calcium transients that correlated with behavior (Fig. 9). Plotting the 3D neuronal positions of those neurons that passed our significance threshold, we occasionally see a correspondence in location between the behavior-specific neurons across worms. For example reversal neurons 17 and 18 in worm 1 are in strikingly similar position to those neurons that passed our significance threshold, we related with behavior (Fig. 9). Plotting the 3D neuronal positions of those neurons that had calcium transients that correlated with behavior above a significance threshold are shown for worm 1. The location of those neurons whose activity correlated with either forward, turning, or reverse behavior are shown for worm 1. The imaging system presented here allows for whole-brain recording of calcium activity with cellular resolution in a freely moving C. elegans. We used this system to investigate dynamics of neurons in the worm whose activity correlates with forward, backward, and turning modes of locomotion. We observed a number of neurons in each worm whose activity correlated with behavior. Some of these neurons compare favorably with results from the literature, whereas others appear to have previously unidentified roles in locomotory behavior. This study is the first example, to our knowledge, of recorded calcium dynamics from nonsensory neurons in the head that correlate with turning. We also characterize noise in the system due to motion or other artifacts and show that the calcium activity of the neurons who are most correlated with behavior are unlikely to be explained by motion artifact. We believe this work represents a significant advance toward studying how population dynamics of a brain-sized neural network generates behavior.

Discussion

The imaging system presented here allows for whole-brain recording of calcium activity with cellular resolution in a freely moving C. elegans. We used this system to investigate dynamics of neurons in the worm whose activity correlates with forward, backward, and turning modes of locomotion. We observed a number of neurons in each worm whose activity correlated with behavior. Some of these neurons compare favorably with results from the literature, whereas others appear to have previously unidentified roles in locomotory behavior. This study is the first example, to our knowledge, of recorded calcium dynamics from nonsensory neurons in the head that correlate with turning. We also characterize noise in the system due to motion or other artifacts and show that the calcium activity of the neurons who are most correlated with behavior are unlikely to be explained by motion artifact. We believe this work represents a significant advance toward studying how population dynamics of a brain-sized neural network generates behavior.

Fig. 8. All neurons whose activity correlated with either forward, turning, or reverse behavior above a significance threshold are shown for worm 1. The significance threshold was calibrated to the noise observed in the GFP control recordings. Vertical scale bar indicates ΔR/R₀ of 1 (100%). Each neuron's ID number is indicated. Note neuron numbers do not indicate correspondence across worms. Additional individuals are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S9.
calcium activity peaked more quickly in the process than the cell body but was otherwise similar (29).

Although it is tempting to try to explore neural dynamics in the processes by expressing a calcium indicator in the cytoplasm of all neurons, pan-neuronal cytoplasmic expression of a fluorophore is impractical for segmenting individual processes. Currently single-cell recordings remain the most viable method for probing neural dynamics in the processes. Future work is needed to solve the problem of segmenting densely labeled neuronal processes in freely moving animals.

This system successfully identifies and tracks neurons through time within a given worm. One of the advantages of working in *C. elegans* is that its neural anatomy and connectivity has been mapped (33). Unfortunately, when all neurons are uniformly labeled there is currently no systematic and reliable way of relating identified neurons across worms or to the known atlas. This challenge has plagued all previous pan-neuronal imaging studies in adult *C. elegans* (11, 12) and remains unresolved here. Conventional wisdom in the field suggests that the worm’s neuroanatomy is highly stereotyped across adults, and this conventional wisdom is supported by a comparison of neurons in the tail of three worms (38). The neural position validation experiments presented here, however, have led us to conclude that worm-to-worm variability in neuronal position in the head is large enough to pose a formidable challenge for neuron identification. Future work is needed to solve this neural identity challenge. One potential approach would be to develop worms that have multi-colored fiducial references that can be used for 3D warping and registration.

The approach here records images of the entire worm’s body and posture as the animal crawls. We use the body posture to define four behaviors via an eigenworm analysis (21). Future work could use the video recordings of the animal’s entire body to correlate neural activity with a variety of other behaviors that are also captured by our instrument. For example, full-body recordings have been used to enumerate many more *C. elegans* behaviors (22) and to study such physiologically relevant behaviors as deep ventral bends (30), foraging head oscillations (39), coiling (13), pumping (40), defecating (41), and egg-laying (42), all of which exist in our datasets. Recent work in flies has shown the value of capturing images of full body posture for analyzing behavior (43). An analysis similar to that work, but which also combines population neural activity, could be performed in *C. elegans* using the methods presented here in the future.

The current system uses a spinning disk confocal imaging modality. Our system is fully modular, and the 3D tracking microscopy and off-line image analysis are well suited to take advantage of other imaging modalities such as light-field or two-photon microscopy, as well as advances in genetically encoded calcium indicators (44) and voltage indicators (45–47).

Fig. 9. The position of recorded neurons for worm 1 is plotted in 3D and compared with an atlas. (Left) Dorsal-ventral plane view of the animal. (Right) Left-right plane view of the animal. (A) Neurons whose activity correspond to forward, turning, or reverse are colored and labeled with a neuron ID corresponding to Fig. 4. Remaining neurons are shaded gray. Additional worms are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S10. (B) The position of all known neurons are plotted using reference data culled from the WormBase Virtual Worm Project. Neurons that have previously been reported in the literature as implicated in a behavior are colored accordingly (SI Appendix, Table S5) and labeled with their neuron name. Colored neurons are shown both in and out of context of all other neurons for clarity.
Materials and Methods

Strains. We cultivated transgenic worms on nematode growth medium (NGM) plates with OP50 bacteria. OP50 plates were made by seeding 6-cm NGM plates with 250 μl of a suspension of OP50 bacteria in lysogeny broth. All worms used in this study were young adult hermaphrodites. Worms were cultivated and handled in the dark or under red-light illumination to minimize potential photobleaching from ambient light.

Strain AML14 (wtfx34[Prab-3:NLS::GCaMP6s, Prab-3:NLS::tagRFP]) was generated by co-injecting into an N2 background a Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP plasmid (gift of O. Hobert, Columbia University, New York) (48) with a derivative of the Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP plasmid where RFP was replaced with a GFP sequence flanked by nuclear localization sequences described in (11). Strain AML18 (wtfx3[Prab-3::NLS::GFP, Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP]) was generated by co-injecting into an N2 background a Prab-3::NLS::RFP plasmid (gift of O. Hobert) (48) with a derivative of that plasmid where RFP was replaced with a GFP sequence and then integrated via UV irradiation. Strain AML10 (ottxs45[Punc-T19::GFP]; ottxs355[Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP]) was generated by crossing a male of strain QW1155 (ottxs355[Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP]) (gift of M. Alkema, University of Massachusetts Worcester, Worcester, MA) with a hermaphrodite of strain OHA441 (ottxs45[Punc-T19::GFP]) (gift of C. Murphy, Princeton University, Princeton). Strain AML5 (ottxs355[Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP]; KyIs1[Podr-2b::GFP]) was generated by crossing a male from strain QW1155 (ottxs355[Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP]) (gift of M. Alkema, University of Massachusetts Worcester, Worcester, MA) with a hermaphrodite of strain OH1441 (ottxs45[Punc-T19::GFP]) (gift of C. Murphy, Princeton University, Princeton).

Additional Methods. For additional methods, please see SI Appendix, Methods.
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